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Nancy Haynes



space (infinity) equals light
light equals time
time equals impermanence 
impermanence equals illusion



Joshua Light Show SF 1965



On Kawara



Marcel Duchamp -  bottle rack, 1914 



bottle rack - bought at a junk shop on the Bowery - 1985 



Marcel Duchamp - mile of string 1942 



Marcel Duchamp - dust breeding 1920 (man ray) 



Eva Hesse - repetition, 1968 



Eva Hesse, right after, 1969 



Dan Flavin



Jackson Pollock, Number 1 (Lavender Mist) 1950



Yayoi Kusama - nets 1997-98 
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early work
since 1968



untitled (pocket painting) 1968-70



untitled (pocket painting) painting, 1968-72 



pocket painting (with copper), 1968-72 



untitled L (marble), 1974-76 



untitled pocket painting, 1972-74 



untitled (pocket painting) 1972-74 



vertical diptych, c.1974 



untitled pocket painting (with graphite and steel) c.1976-78  



untitled (with steel) 1976-78 



untitled (pocket painting) 1972-74 



toward rose doreʼ, c.1975-78  



Panel of hands from El Castillo cave in Spain



George Catlin: White Cloud, Head Chief of the Iowas, 1844/45



Lascaux painting c.1978-81  



Mondrian c. 1938-40



untitled (three transparencies) c.1978-80  



untitled (three opacities for Mondrian) c.1978-80 
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work from 
1980 to 1990



twofold, 1980



grey/cadmium yellow deep construction, 1980  



manganese blue/scarlet lake construction, c.1980 



side view 



Joshua Light Show SF 1965



untitled construction, 1980-82



side view



Dan Flavin



untitled construction, 1981 



analytical cubism - Picasso



skin (one of four), 1983 



flesh (two of four), 1983 



marrow (four of four), 1983



bone (three of four), 1983 



black paintings - Ad Reinhardt



the third rail, 1983-84 



suspended judgement, 1984-85 



untitled (three transparencies) 1985



two blacks, 1985-87



segno (with white gold leaf), 1986 



untitled cruciform (plus painting), 1986 



untitled cruciform (plus painting)



untitled cruciform (plus painting)



untitled cruciform (plus painting)



untitled cruciform (plus painting)



untitled cruciform (plus painting)



untitled cruciform (minus painting)



a breach of trust, 1988 
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work from 
1990 to 2001



prelude to farewell, 1991-92 



Vertical Black Marks, 1990 



unseemly metaphor, 1990 



untoward, 1990



Parenthesis, 1991 



translation, 1991 



syllable, 1991 



fort da, 1990-91



naming, 1991 



Mollyʼs Soliloquy, 1991 



drawn out, 1991



brushstroke (for Michael), 1991



from A to B, 1991 



quotation, 1992



revisionist history, 1992



Veiled Biography, 1992



On Kawara



Durerʼs rhinoceros, 1992



discourse, 1992 



situate, 1992 



82973

There is neither a painting in the mind
Nor a mind in the painting;
And yet, where else can one find a painting?
Than in the mind?

- Avatamsaka Sutra (Flower Ornament Sutra)



study for Rashomon, 1994 





Autumn daughter



mirror site (one of five - from endgame), 1995 



raw data, 1998



Primo Levi in Turin, 1996-97 



text in ether, 1996 
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empty narratives



red orange disaster, 1995-96 



seventeen syllables, 1996 



untitled, 1996 



untitled poem, 1996



four horizontals, 1997



painting into drawing, 1997 



untitled (from the empty narrative series), 1997 



numeral, 1997-98



erased De Kooning Drawing - Robert Rauschenberg 1953
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works from
2001-2013



field notes I, 2000 



After September 11th, 2001 



red orange scaffold, 2000-2001 



monochrome II, 2002 



field notes II, 2002 



index, 2008 



perhaps, 2010 



rue Jacob, 2011 



On Kawaraʼs dream, 2011



rue Madame, 2011 



the painting undressed, 2011



referent for departure,  2012 



stopping place, 2012



retinal boundary, 2012 



reading to you at three (for Valyn), 2012



mute, 2013 



retreat, 2013 
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Autobiographical Color Charts
2005-2013



necessary painting (from the autobiographical color chart series), 2010 



Yayoi Kusama, Net SP, 1961 



table of contents (from the autobiographical color chart series), 2010 



memory drawing (from the autobiographical color chart series), 2010



Michaelʼs valentine (from the autobiographical color chart series), 2010 



loveletter (from the autobiographical color chart series), 2011
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Nancy Haynes
the painting undressed

3A gallery
12/12/12 through 1/25/13



installation 3A exhibit (QR drawing) 



pocket painting and vertical diptych 



Lascaux painting, 1981 



the third rail (gold leaf, vine black oil paint, bare portrait linen, glow in the dark acrylic), 1983-84 



130973

coming-into-the-nearness-of-distance
(definition of thought)
-Heidegger



QR-NH, drawing, graphite on linen paper, 8” x 10”

http://www.nancyhaynes.net/


